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NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 2015 (Year 15 Vol 19)
EDITORIAL

VICE PRESIDENT’S FLORA AND FAUNA REPORT

Members will be aware that quite a lot of activity
has taken place this year.

THE WALLABIES
A Bounceback program funded survey has taken
take place this year and all seems to be well.
Our AGM guest speaker Robert Brandle who has
had an involvement with the area since the 1980s,
will most likely cover this. Numbers are still rising
across the Flinders Ranges where protective action
is taken.

A small number of membership tickets have
changed hands. But the good news is that we have
a significant number of people on our waiting list.
The clean up of the Barites mine site has moved
along. As managers of this site, a business plan has
been developed to coordinate our monies. An
excellent addition to the member’s campground
has been the construction of a Camp Kitchen. As a
participating member of DEWNR programs, regular
baiting has seen minimal numbers of cats, foxes
and wild dogs present in our Reserve. Even better,
a report tabled in June 2015 gave our Reserve a
relatively good, clean bill of health. As we move
forward into 2016, member’s support will be
paramount as we endeavor to develop
accommodation quarters and points of interest at
the Barites Mine site. Finally, we will need to
solidify our commercial activity with Mt.
Caernarvon Track.
A trip to our unique reserve will realize the
outstanding work that has been carried out, and
continues to be carried out, by a sterling group of
volunteers who freely give up their time.
Shane Fantinel

Wild berries on Mt. Caernarvon.
REVEGETATION
Our two re-vegetation patches near 15 Mile Bore
are still benefitting from kangaroo and rabbit
control. Unfortunately, although rabbits have been
shot, some may still be there – please check and
take action every time you have an opportunity.
More tree protectors have been made and
installed. A trailer, mounted water tank has been
located near the access stile. Please water the new
plants if things look dry.
Great importance has been given to the two stands
of very rare “Slender Bell Fruit” trees, which are
apparently extinct in NSW.
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Wild flowers on Mt Caernarvon.
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GOOD REPORT CARD FOR BCR
Through the good offices of Trish Mooney, the
DEWNR / Bounceback program has funded an
independent and expert group (Eco-Knowledge)
that looked at Goat Browse Assessment and their
effects on vegetation. This group has given “our”
Bunkers CR a very favorable report. The field
assessment was coordinated by Michael Stead,
from Eco-Knowledge, and Dr. Mark Lethbridge.
Further assistance was provided by five volunteers:
Chris Baker, Chris March, Andrew Frost, Adriana
Fuessel, and Emily Zabel. The report (published in
June 2015) can be made available to any interested
member in full but, in brief, it states that aside
from the southern end still showing some signs of
goat (and possibly sheep) grazing, the rest of the
reserve is in excellent condition, with YFRWs in
high numbers (30 seen in Pristine Gorge) and
spreading to other areas.

remain as preserving the Yellow-footed Rockwallabies and the local environment.
Please note that the BCR visit REPORT SHEET (on
website) has been re-formatted -please use them
and return – we need all the information. My
special thanks go to Alex McDonald who is a
professional in this area.

All offers of assistance with re-vegetation, feral
control and baiting are sought and will be most
welcome – please contact me (83393507/
kazoom@adam.com.au ).
ANNUAL REPORTING
As members are aware, YFRWPA Inc. received
financial support from the Natural Heritage Trust
(Commonwealth Government) for the purchase
and establishment of the Bunkers Conservation
Reserve.
FERALS AND PESTS
During the past year only 25 goats have been
reported to have been put down by members –
and an unknown number were shot by the DEWNR
helicopter. The Reserve population is thought to be
that of only transient animals – but they are still
there, so please, at least report any sighting
location.
Rabbits are being seen in small numbers – shoot,
trap and fill in any rabbit holes you see when you
visit.
Above Pinnacle Bore.
All these things come with strings attached, ours
being a Financial Agreement for 999 years (now
only 985 remaining), which requires annual
reporting and review of the Management Plan to
confirm that our primary objective and function

The fox-baiting program has been carried out in
parallel with the DEWNR Flinders Ranges NP.
With DEWNR aerial baiting covering the Reserve
twice a year, we only have to do ground baiting
transects twice a year.
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The Bunkers CR is part of the SA Arid Lands NRM
organised dog control “Biteback” program. None
have been sighted for about five years - we are
bound to control them.

(4WD) Challenge have visited the Reserve with
very favorable comments/publicity - and generous
donations.
Kaz Herbst

Again, many thanks to the dedicated assistance
from Marcus Agaciak, Alex McDonald and Peter
Knapp who have been doing the walking transects
(usually May and November) – feel free to
volunteer! – contact me for details.

Echidnas found near the campground.
TOURISM AND PROPERTY NEWS
On top of Mt. Caernarvon.
We have applied for a Destruction Permit for 50
Euros – specifically those within or adjacent to the
re-vegetation areas – please be aware of the
requirement for SSAA-CWM kangaroo
accreditation before shooting kangaroos.
Sheep spotting has been much easier with access
to the southern areas – again, please report
sightings.
OTHER INTERESTS
Access to the Reserve has continued by the
Flinders University Speleological Society Inc.
(FUSSI), which applies its expertise in locating,
checking condition and reporting on the state of
local caves.

What is happening with Block 101 you might ask?
Check out what Kym discovered upon a visit to his
local Electorate member (editor. SF).
“Yesterday I met with my local MP David Speirs,
who is the Executive Assistant to Minister Ian
Hunter, and two Representatives from DEWNR.
David Speirs started off the meeting. He asked the
DEWNR guys where the transfer of block 101 was
at. Surprise! Surprise! The answer provided was
"we are still in negotiation with Willow Springs and
it will be at least 4 to 6 months before we have a
result".

DEWNR and FAME (Foundation for Australia’s
Most Endangered) have started a reintroduction of
Quolls and Possums in FRNP. This will now be
ongoing for at least the next three years (including
SSAA financial support of $20,000 pa) – if that
succeeds, we may have some overflow.
A Fitness group (“Fitwits”) of hikers with a special
interest in wilderness areas, and the Variety Club

Sturt Desert Pea in a creek.
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At this stage there was a lot of discussion about
the history etc, and a lot of well-known
information from the DEWNR guys.
At one stage one of the DEWNR guys made the
statement that, in actual fact, Willow Springs does
not access Block 101 for any tourism operation. At
this point I interjected and told him that all he has
to do is check the Willow Springs web site. I then
read out the advert directly from the web
site for tours to Skull Rock. This was obviously an
embarrassment for the DEWNR rep as I believe he
may have been quoting the operator at Willow
Springs when he said they were not using Block
101 for tourism.
Unfortunately, another incorrect statement
cropped up. This was, that we used to have an
agreement with Willow Springs for access to Skull
Rock. Again I had to set the record straight.
The up shot at the end of the meeting was
that David Speirs informed the DEWNR guys of his
expectation that the whole transfer be sorted by
Christmas. He also stated that these
Yellow Foot Volunteers are the best asset (DEWNR)
could have on the National Park boundary.”
Therefore, there should be more cooperation in
sorting out this mess.

CONSTRUCTIONS ON THE GO
Hi all, it is with great pleasure that the Granite
Kitchen Bench top donated by Frank Battista from
Supreme Stone Works, Research Rd. Pooraka has
been installed. The framework for the granite to sit
on was designed and supplied by Warrick Duff.

The new Camp Kitchen.
The Soakage Pit with a grease trap has been
completed, plumbing supplies were donated and
installed by Kevin Bettens from `Plumbing
Information and Solutions` 0416539944.

After the meeting, David Speirs said to me that he
would be regularly asking DEWNR for up dates on
progress of the transfer.
(Well done Kym. Something all of us should do
more often. editor SF).
Kym Groves

Fungi found in a creek.

Sunrise over the Camp Kitchen.
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The powder coating of the corrugated iron and
flashing for the Camp Kitchen was donated by
Brian Gray at ‘Adelaide Powder Coaters’ 82814924
on Beafield Road Para Hills.
The Camp Kitchen was erected by Warrick Duff,
Bob Temby other members and friends when
needed to hold walls up, all the help was
appreciated.
Terry Bettens and Bob Temby
The earthworks were handled with the help from
Warrick Duff, Andy Downs, Kevin Bettens and
myself which would not have been accomplished
without the assistance of the earthmoving
machinery from Gary Bettens from `GCS
Stormwater’.

He allowed us the use of the Excavator, Kanga and
truck free of charge ‘for the third time’, it certainly
made the task a lot easier with the digging of the
Soakage Pit and the Grease Arrester.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
The latest transfer involved No 68, Ian Bittner, who
transferred his membership to Fred Severin.
At this stage our Association has no other
memberships available.
Five applicants have been approved to go onto the
waiting list:
Lewis McArthur - Electrician by trade and
handyman skills;
David Bell - Mechanical aptitude as a fitter & turner
by trade;
Andy Downs - General Handyman maintenance
and general mechanical knowledge;
Robert Visselli - General Handyman skills and
Wildlife management skills;
Tessa Collins - Organizational skills, clerical and
data entry.
Katrina Windebank

Clearing the path and back filling the kitchen area
as well as the collection of rocks and rubble for the
pathways, kitchen and soakage pit.

Cloud formations over the campground.
BUSINESS PLANNING
The Bunkers Conservation Reserve Goat Browse
Assessment, undertaken for DEWNR by
EcoKnowledge in June 2015, gave YFRWPA a big
tick for good environmental management. It was
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official recognition for over a decade of hard work
by Association members in protecting threatened
species and restoring natural habitat, something
for which we can be justifiably proud.
The vegetation is looking good. In response to
sustained fox and goat control, plus the run of
good seasons, Yellow-footed Rock-wallabies are
increasing in number and expanding their range.
The report suggests that wallabies have been able
to re-establish themselves in locations that have
not been occupied for more than 100 years! They
are now being seen in locations that are probably
marginal habitat and that may fluctuate over time
and with changing seasons.
To assess the ongoing health of the wallaby
population the authors recommend that we
monitor the geographical expansion (rather than
the abundance) of the wallabies (and their
associated habitat) to gain insight into their longterm viability.
Members are encouraged to use the new,
interactive report sheet accessible in the Members
Area of the YFRWPA website. Location and
information about wallaby sightings, and species of
interest; for example, palatable browse plants such
as Sandalwood (Santalum spp.) can be emailed to
admin@yellowfoot.org. There is an alternative pdf
version of the report sheet for those who prefer to
work in hard copy.
Information received about wallabies and other
native species will be forwarded to DEWNR to be
incorporated into the Biological Data Base of South
Australia (BDBSA).
Alex McDonald
FIRE PREVENTION PLANNING
Following on from the document received from the
Department of Environment, Water and Natural
Resources (DEWNR) entitled, ‘Draft Fire
Management Plan, Northern Flinders Ranges’ in
late 2014, there has been little movement on fire
prevention activities. Members will be aware that
our reserve is part of a much larger plan for the
Flinders Ranges. Maps of the areas under the plan
can be accessed using the link:

http/www.environment.sa.gov.au/firemanageme
nt/Fire Management Maps.
Committee has undertaken an inventory of our
assets and fire fighting equipment. More
information will follow down the track.
Shane Fantinel
WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY NEWS
Members will recall that earlier this year a number
of SOPs were adopted by our organization. Over
the past few months, additional WHS documents
were also signed off.

These include: a WHS Risk Assessment Form; an
inventory of chemicals stored in various buildings
at our Bunkers site; copies of the Safety Data
Sheets for chemicals on site; safety instruction
sheets entitled ‘Trailer Safety’, ‘Ute Safety’ and
‘Wind Mill Maintenance; and a SWP for ‘Use of a
Personal Safety Harness’. These plus the earlier
documents are available from Jim. They are also
kept in a folder at the Bunkers site. Below are
samples of our documents.
An interesting test, on the quality of our water at
Pinnacle Bore, was acquired by Kym.

salinity level at 465mg/l is relatively low

however the report indicates hardness
levels very high

Don't recommend drinking it, may
create a few kidney rocks! I would
suggest a shandy mix with rain water
about 50/50 for watering un-established
plants.
I agree with Kym’s additional comments that we
will have to label the Bore water tank & taps as
Non Potable or Not for Drinking.
YFRWPA AGM THUR 26 NOV AT 7.30PM GAZA
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4 – Please look in the filing cabinet for copies of
information, and do complete and return the
report forms to YFRWPA (which can be done by
Email).
HISTORY WITH A FUTURE
Safety Instruction
Name
Diesel Water
Pump

Instruction
Number
YF-SI-02

Date

Version

Review Date

22/01/2015

1

22/01/2018

Purpose
This instruction is to ensure safe use of the Diesel Powered Water Pump located a at
Pinnacle Bore on The Bunkers Conservation Reserve in accordance with Work
Health and Safety Act 2012 (SA)
All members and visitors while working at The Bunkers Conservation Reserve must
comply with the Act as per the definition of a Worker.
Note Pump has moving Parts, Pulleys and Shafts, while pump is running a 500mm
clearance must be maintained from the moving parts at all times.
1.

Pump Starting Procedure
Before starting the Pump check the following:

Check Diesel Fuel Level in fuel tank

Check Engine Oil (top if required)

Turn on water valve at tank

Turn on water valve at output of pump

Turn on Fuel tap

Screw in Green battery isolator

Turn on Black switch on Control Box (Red LED should come
on)

Push START button until engine starts (engine speed is
preset)

2.

Pump Shutdown Procedure

Turn off Black switch on Control Box (Red LED out and
engine off)

Unscrew Green Battery isolator

Turn off fuel tap

Turn off pump water output valve

Turn off tank water valve

Check engine oil (top if required)

3.

Engine Solar System

Green Charge LED should be on (Indicated Battery
Charging)

All three Red LEDS should be on (Indicates Battery
Charged)

4.

Fault Finding

If Green LED is not on check Solar panel fuse replace with a
5 amp fuse.

If Engine Red LED does not come on check Engine Fuse
replace with a 10 amp fuse.

Both of the above fuses are at the battery positive terminal.

Do not mix fuses and spare fuses are in cupboard.

Authorising Officer__________ Sign______________ Date_22/01/2015

WHEN YOU ARE VISITING OUR RESERVE
Please remember that there are a number of
conditions and rules to visiting the Reserve:
1 – Please book visit with the Secretary (James)
before going.
2 – Please make yourselves familiar with visiting
conditions/rules (see website).
3 – Please ensure that you look out for other
vehicles when driving, and maintain UHF Channel 4
(Duplex) radio communication while at the
Reserve.

Finally, Work Health and Safety laws require that
administrative protocols be built into all activities
on our Reserve. All major works require a Risk
Assessment form be completed prior to work
commencing. Near Misses, Accidents and Injuries
must be reported on the relevant form. It is
imperative that we see ourselves as a business
under an industry banner. There are no grey areas
or short cuts with this. These are mandatory
requirements.
Shane Fantinel
BIRD AND PLANT LIFE MAKING THEIR PRESENCE
Mulga Seedlings

A watering system has now been established.
A tap has been installed on the outlet end of pipe.
This enables one person to carry out the operation.
Instructions are: open tank tap; climb up the Stile
with the watering can and fill up. One full can per
plant should suffice. As a guide, water each plant
every third day.
When the water tank is empty on the trailer, swap
the tank to the ‘green’ trailer. You will need to
check if the tyres need inflating. Make sure the
tank is secure and tied down firmly. With refilling,
use a combination of 50/50 rain water and bore
water. Ensure that the trailer is safe to tow. Upon
completion, return it to southern exclusion stile.
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NORTHERN EXCLUSION STILE
Vegetation is coming along well. The Stile does
require some painting. Paint (environment green)
and brushes can be found on the top of the
Wardrobe (north room). Evidence has been
discovered of kangaroos and rabbits intruding into
the enclosed area. Please assist in removing these
unwanted creatures.
BIRD TROUGH AREA
Work has continued to develop the area
surrounding the raised bird trough into a native
garden. Please assist with the development by
removing weeds and rubbish. Our intention is
introduce native shrubs. In order to protect native
vegetation, place logs and large branches around
the perimeter of the ‘Bullock trees’.
The plan here is: move the stone walling one metre
towards the Bullocky Trees along the Eastern side
of BBQ area (this wall will be in a straight line with
the Eastern wall of the Camp Kitchen); and slope or
step the area past the in ground BBQ to the level of
the floor of the Kitchen (this would allow access to
deliver Gas Cylinders and /or supplies into
Kitchen).
This list is available from John Drummond
John.drumond@bigpond.com

Our highly technical ‘wind vein’.

Flourishing ground level plants is evidence of
minimal feral activity.
WEED CONTROL ROUND THE CAMP GROUND
Several weeds are showing up. Please be vigilant at
removing Salvation Jane, Wards weed and Mustard
weed. This will assist our native plants with
survival.

The area in and around the grove of Bullock trees
should not be interfered with. They should be left
as a natural garden or an exclusion area.
John Drummond
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LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE. WHERE TO FIND THE CLUES?
We are all aware of our commercial venture into tourism and a self-drive 4X4 experience. But how
many of us have actually taken the time to check out …….

Charlie Onody has been creative
in designing and managing our
web site.

Brian Whittenbury has been busy
looking for agents to assist us –
absentee landlords - in handling
tour operations and expanding
our name. Lots of work has been
done by Kym Groves in bringing
our 4X4 experience to a variety of
groups. Watch this space for
information on ‘Wallaby Tour’.

Phillip Wells has discovered the
magic of our Reserve and
captured its unique qualities. Can
you imagine the expression on
the face of a young child, and the
awe-inspiring thoughts that
would go through a youngster’s
mind, when they behold such
beauty?

REMEMBER
YFRWPA AGM THUR 26
NOV AT 7.30PM GAZA
SPORTS CLUB 232 NORTH
EAST RD KLEMZIG
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YOUR THOUGHTS AND IDEAS … PEN THEM DOWN AND ASK!

